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MOTIVATION OF THE WORK
* In Portugal, each companie, should give 35 hours of mandatory training in Companies
to each employee.
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* The traditional training spends a lot of time working to employees.
* For the reason that I am instructor of Web Development, I want to create a intuitive and
attractive Web and Mobile e-Learning application, with the latest technology, directed to
business training.
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* My intention is to make this tool a business training tool in a wide range of companies.
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THESIS OBJECTIVES
The aim will be to study the use of an web and mobile software system that fulfills all the conditions to
provide companies the ability to offer quality training to its employees.
Given the need for compliance by companies in Portugal, to give 35 hours of annual training to each
employee will be advantageous to provide avenues to facilitate the companies that obligation. The proposal will be to analyze and measure the response of companies in the use of an online system designed strategically for this purpose and to what extent this can ensure convenience, availability, lower
costs, no need to travel or creation of suitable spaces, among others.
GOALS
* Create a Web and Mobile e-Learning application directed to training companies
* Check if that tools work according to employees in study
* Study the receptivity and evaluation of companies to these measures, through assessment and training tools, receptivity for users and companies about the convenience, availability, lower costs, and
others.
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THEORETICAL APPROACH
E-learning refers to a type of learning whose general grounds meet the
distance education parameters (Desmond Keegan, 1986)
The success of e-learning and b-learning depends on the bet on five factors basis depending on the context and methodology to adopt: (Santos
and Amaral, 2007)
* Content with high-quality scientific and prepared for self-learning, in
various media formats
* Mentoring guaranteed by facilitators and trainers, the learning process
* Interaction systems suitable for graduates
* Technologies used as a means to service training
* Rigorous evaluation systems and transparent
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